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Honors Thesis Abstract
At Woodward Rock Cut Campus purchased material is required at each production cell in the
Integration loop at the Rock Cut Campus. The purchased parts come from suppliers and begin by
being stored in the warehouse, which is external to Woodward. A truck is used to transport the
needed kits and point of use storage bin between the warehouse and the Rock Cut Campus.
Currently there is not a schedule in place to efficiently move the carts from the warehouse to the
production lines. The project’s main objective is to develop a functional and efficient reusable
kitting replenishment loop. The project team will accomplish this objective by meeting Takt
times of individual production lines and by using the capacities of each cell’s kits or point of use
storage bins within the Integration loop. It is necessary that the projected demand of 2021 is
captured in the schedule. If this schedule is poorly planned, assembly lines may starve for much
needed parts. Consequently, the customer demand is not met on time, which will lead to
customer dissatisfaction and other ramifications. Delivering too many carts to a production line
will also leads to large work in progress areas.

1. Engineering Senior Design
As engineering students, we do a senior design project that lasts the span of our final semester at
Northern Illinois University. For this project we have a project team and go into a local
engineering company to complete an Industrial and Systems Engineering Project. Throughout
the semester, we dedicate 10 hours a week at the company working on the project and then
various amounts of time outside of the company working on the project. On my senior design
project team there were only two people. This in turn required both the team members to put in a
lot of time on the project and work closely with each other. Throughout the project, I worked
closely with continuous improvement leaders and manufacturing engineers, further developed
my teamwork skills and continued to learn and use industrial engineering skills in a professional
setting. Throughout the project, I played a large role on our team by using my good leadership
skills to become the team leader. I also encouraged my partner and I to put forth our best efforts
in order to accomplish our project objectives and complete our project. My partner and I worked
at Woodward, an aerospace engineering company. In the paper to come, we discuss the steps and
results of our project.

2. Introduction
Woodward is an international company with locations in five different countries and four of the
seven different continents. One of Woodward’s newest facilities is known as Rock Cut Campus
(RCC) and is in Loves Park IL. Woodward focuses on integrating leading-edge technologies into
fuel, combustion, fluid, actuation, and electronic control systems for the aerospace and industrial
markets. Woodward’s main customers are Pratt and Whitney and GE. The Rock Cut Campus
manufactures air and fuel valves for Aerospace engines. The Rock Cut Campus opened in 2016
and is planning on full production from all product lines in 2021. With the new plant there is
opportunity to design a new material management loop that will supply the production cells
within the Integration loop. The material replenishment loop focuses on moving purchased parts
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from receiving to each individual production cells within the integration loop by a tugger system.
The tugger system will to replenish Kits and the point of use storage bins.
2.1 Problem description
Woodward is still currently launching production at the Rock Cut Campus and there are various
aspects of the facility that are non-existent. The need to design a material replenishment and
material management process is what made this project necessary for Woodward. Purchased
material is required at each production cell in the Integration loop at the Rock Cut Campus. The
purchased parts come from suppliers and begin by being stored in the warehouse, which is
external to Woodward. A truck is used to transport the needed kits and point of use storage bin
between the warehouse and the Rock Cut Campus. Currently there is not a schedule in place to
efficiently move the carts from the warehouse to the production lines. A tugger schedule be will
implement, which will deliver the carts from receiving department to the production cells and
capture the 2021 demand. If this schedule is poorly planned, assembly lines may starve for much
needed parts. Consequently, the customer demand is not met on time, which will lead to
customer dissatisfaction and other ramifications. Delivering too many carts to a production line
will also leads to large WIP.
2.2 Problem Objectives
The team’s main objective is to develop a functional and efficient reusable kitting replenishment
loop. The project team will accomplish this objective by meeting Takt times of individual
production lines and by using the capacities of each cell’s kits or point of use storage bins within
the Integration loop. The team will then create a schedule that captures the projected demand of
each production cell in the year 2021.
2.3 Scope
Material management is a very broad topic; however, the project could be scoped in order to
capture the most needed process, which could be completed within the semester time allowed.
The entire Woodward material management system can be seen in Figure1. However, within
Woodward’s Rock Cut Campus the senior design team will only be concerned integration loop.
In the Integration loop the team will be specifically focused on getting purchased material from
the receiving dock to the designated drop areas within the integration loop and then returning the
carts back to the receiving dock. In the integration loop there are six different drop off locations,
one for each of the production lines. The project team will exclude the following areas from the
project scope; finished goods, warehouse processes, material flow within cells and material flow
between fabrication and integration loop.
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Figure 1:Entire Woodward Material Management System
2.4 Assumptions
For the project the team has created assumptions, guidelines, and rules before, during and after
the project’s completion. Rules must be followed and are not to be broken. Guidelines should be
followed but breaking a guideline in certain situations is allowed. Assumptions are boundaries
that were created in order to help the project to be shaped. The list of rules, guidelines and
assumptions can be seen below in Table 1.
Table 1: Project Rules, Guidelines and Assumptions
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3. Methodology
3.1 Data Collection
While working on the senior design project there was various sets of data, which the team
needed to collet. It was established that within the Integration loop four of the six production
cells will receive their materials in the form of kits and two of the six production cells will
receive their materials in the form of point of use storage, also knows as POUs.
The first data the team needed to collect was the projected demand for 2021 for each of the
production lines. Throughout Woodward’s RCC 2021 is known as the predicted year where each
product line will hit the maximum demand. The team reached out to the Continuous
Improvement leaders (CIs) in order to obtain the 2021 demand for each product line. A graph
displaying this demand data can be seen in Figure 2. Next for the production lines using kits,
Specialty Valves, Pumps, Actuators and FMU, the team measured the size of each kit and
calculated how many kits could fit onto one cart, keeping in mind the assumptions we made.
Using the demand, the number of carts needed each day could be found based on the number of
kits that could fit onto a cart. The next set of information collected was the Takt time for each of
the lines using kits. This information again was collected from the CIs of each of the cells. From
the production cell’s Takt times the team calculated how often each cell would require a new
cart. The number of carts that would be needed based on Takt time was compared to the number
of carts that would be needed based on demand and kit size.

Figure 2: Production Demand Data for 2021
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Next the team turned to the data necessary for the production lines using point of use storage
(POU). These lines were Air Valves and Servo. For POU the team needed to know all the part
numbers used in air valves and servo and what bin size each part is in. After acquiring a list of
part numbers the team classified each part an ‘A’, ‘B’ or ‘C’ part. Throughout Woodward ‘A’
parts are recognized as parts, which need to be delivered once a day, ‘B’ parts as recognized as
parts that are delivered, twice a week and ‘C’ parts are delivered once a month. The team was
able to determine if the parts were A, B or C parts by comparing the part numbers to
Woodward’s master parts list. Weather the parts are A, B or C will dictate how much space they
will take up on a cart daily. By using different excel formulas the number of POU bins that will
fit onto the carts will be found and in turn the number of carts each production line will need per
day. A table of how many carts are needed daily at each of the production lines within the
Integration loop can be seen in Table 2.

Table 2: Number of Carts Needed Daily at Each Production Line

3.2 Data Analysis
By looking at Table 2 one can see that the Integration loop needs 22 carts daily in order to meet
the demand of all of the production lines in 2021; however, these numbers are not following one
of the assumptions we made about carts. From Table 1, the assumptions says ‘when a cart 70%
full another cart will be added.’ Following this assumption another cart needs to be added to
FMU kits, Specialty Valves blue kits, Specialty Valve tan kits and Pumps. This then gives the
team a total of 26 carts needed daily in the Integration loop. A finalized table of the number of
carts needed daily for the Integration loop can be seen in Table 3.
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Table 3: Finalized Number of Carts Needed Daily at Each Production Line

3.3 Ergonomic Cart Analysis
To ensure that the cart that was being implemented in the integration loop would be safe
ergonomically the team preformed an ergonomic analysis. An ergonomic program, 3DSSPP, was
used to calculate if the position needed to retrieve the kits was acceptable on each shelf level and
what the max hand force in each could be. The team used a male in the 50th percentile. The
bottom shelf shows that the hip is the joint that produces the lowest percentage number, but still
shows that 92% of males would be able to preform this task. The program also showed the team
that a max weight of 16 pounds in each hand would be acceptable in this bottom shelf position.
These results for the bottom shelf can be seen in Figure 3. Similarly the middle shelf shows that
the hip is the joint that produces the lowest percentage number, but still shows that 84% of males
would be able to preform this task. The program also showed the team that a max weight of 28
pounds in each hand would be acceptable in this middle shelf position. These results for the
middle shelf can be seen in Figure 4. Next the top shelf has the highest amount of acceptable
max weight of 30 pounds in each hand and shows that the wrist has a strength percentile of 55%.
This means that only 55% of males would be able to preform this task. This percentage is a little
lower than preferred results; however all other joints are above average and produce positive
results. These outputs for the top shelf can be seen in seen in Figure 5. Lastly the team preformed
a ergonomic analysis on the cart to determine the max push force acceptable for the position of
the person. From the ergonomic output in Figure 6, one can see that a max push force of 22
pounds in each hand is acceptable.
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Figure 3: 3DSSPP Output for Bottom Shelf

Figure 4: 3DSSPP Output for Middle Shelf
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Figure 5: 3DSSPP Output for Top Shelf

Figure 6: 3DSSPP Output for Assessment of Cart Pushing Force
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3.4 Ethics
Engineering ethics is the field of applied ethics and system of moral principles that apply to the
practice of engineering. The engineering ethics field looks at ethical obligations that engineers
need to follow for all their clients and in their professional field. Within our project the team
utilized several engineering codes of ethics. One of the engineering codes of ethics says
“engineering’s shall hold paramount the safety, health, and welfare of the public.” The project
team followed this by ergonomically analyzing the cart for the integration loop to ensure that all
employees’ safety is protected. A second code of engineering says that “Act for each employer
or client as faithful agents or trustees.” The project team followed this code of ethics by
consulting with continuous improvement owners of each production line to properly obtain all
data. The project team also followed this code of ethics by not disclosing any part numbers nor
future products to individuals outside of the company or area of interest. Lastly the team
followed the engineering ethic code by acting as faithful agents or trustees by analyzing and
using data ethically.

4. Results
4.1.1 Material Replenishment Loop Schedule
From the data collected the project team used operations research and linear program to create a
cart delivery schedule. Operations research and linear programing are techniques that were
learned in my Industrial Engineering studies it are methods to achieve the best outcome in a
mathematical model whose requirements are represents by linear relationships. The program uses
solvers on excel. Overall the data that was collected for our project was based on data for the
year 2021 which is Woodward’s max year; however, the facility is currently running now and
needs the tugger schedule implemented, it just will not be implemented at full capacity. Due to
this it was important that a schedule was created for times when the facility only has one shift
running as well as when the facility will have two shifts running.
To begin to create the schedule constraints were imputed into the program. Some constraints that
existed to create this tugger and cart delivery schedule are the following: a max of two carts
could be pulled by a tugger, a max of six carts can fit in a truck, the Takt time of each production
line was taken into account and also the amount of carts that needed to get delivered to each of
the production lines in a day. These constraints were the same in both the schedule based off one
shift and off two shifts; however, the frequency that the cart arrived was also captured and was
different based on the number of shifts what were running. When the cart delivery was only over
one shift the truck would return to the Rock Cut Campus every two hours, but when the facility
was running two shifts in a day the truck needed to come every three and a half hours. The
schedule that was created for one shift can be seen in Figure 7 below. As one can see the first
delivery will take place at 7:30 am and will be dropping one POU off at Servo and a blue kit at
specialty valves. The schedule created for two shifts can be seen in Figure 8. In this schedule one
can now see that the first delivery will still be going to servo and specialty valves but now will
be delivered at 8:30am.
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Figure 7: Material Replenishment Loop Schedule – 1 shifts

Figure 8: Material Replenishment Loop Schedule – 2 shifts
4.1.2 Material Replenishment Loop Simulation
The program Arena is produced by Rockwell Automation and allows for companies, individuals
and universities to simulate a business process and evaluate its full effects before putting the
process into practice. In general simulations describe a process with discrete events that have
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unique properties and specific events in time. The project team used Arena to simulate the
material replenishment loop schedule. One of the purposes of creating the simulation was to
verify that the schedule would efficiently run with the schedule that was proposed. Since the full
schedule will not be implemented until the year 2021 was imperative to create a simulated
process. Another reason that creating a simulation was important was to verify that the number
of carts in the WIP of each production line remained at or below two carts.
The Arena simulation that was created represents the Material Replenishment Loop and utilizes
the schedule that the project team created. The simulation created can be seen in Figure 9. The
pink modules are known as stations and represent the receiving dock and the six different
production lines within the integration loop. The blue modules are transport and request
modules. The transport modules represent the tugger’s movement between the receiving dock
and the production lines and follow a sequence. This sequence is based off of the team’s material
replenishment loop schedule that was produced using operation research tools. The request
module requests the tugger to come back to receiving dock when a new set of carts is ready to be
delivered. As seen in Figure 9, the yellow modules are a variety of different modules. There are
process modules, which process the carts based on the respective Takt times. The batch module
groups two carts together since the tugger can only take two carts at a time. Next are drop off
modules, which drop off the cart that is being delivered to that production lines and send away
the cart that does not go to that production line. Lastly the dispose modules get rid of the cart
after it is used up.
In the material replenishment loop simulation the process starts out by the carts arriving to the
receiving dock based off the truck delivery schedule. Next the carts are sent to the receiving dock
and batched in pairs. After two carts are batched together the tugger is requested to come to the
receiving dock to retrieve the carts and transported to the production lines based off of the
Material Replenishment Loop schedule the project group created. After the two carts are
received at the pink station modules the drop off module reads the name of the cart, processes the
related cart and sends away the cart that does not belong. For example, if the cart two carts on
the tugger are an Air Valve cart and a Servo cart and they are going to an Air Valve station, the
Air Valve cart will remain in the station and the Servo cart will be transported to the Servo
station by the tugger.

Figure 9: Material Replenishment Loop Simulation
4.2 Economic Analysis
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There were many factors that the team considered when computing the number of carts
Woodward would need in its max year of 2021. For instance, the external warehouse is given a
max of 24 hours to refill the Integration loop cart. Also the team needed to consider the amount
of carts and the time the carts would be at each of the production line drop spots. Additionally
the trucks have limited amount of space for the carts to move between the warehouse and Rock
Cut Campus. This was another factor that the team took into consideration when deciding how
many carts that should be purchased in the future.
Some observations were made during the project about how the Integration loop cart and tugger
system. The first observation was that the cart could present some ergonomic difficulty in the
truck. This ergonomic issue became present on the carts when it was made aware to the team that
the middle wheel of the carts prevented easy lateral movement. This lateral movement was
necessary for the truck drivers to fit all carts into the truck. Another observation was that
shuffling of the carts at each production line’s drop spots during loading and unloading time
could cause unnecessary and preventable time. From this observation the team looked into
utilizing a mother/daughter system. This system allows for a daughter cart to easily slide in and
out of a set position in the mother without disrupting the position of the other cart. A picture of
the mother set up can be seen in Figure 10. This mother daughter design also entails the daughter
carts to only have four wheels. By using four wheels vs. the original six wheels the daughter
carts can now spin 360 degrees and will allow the truck drivers to easily move the carts in all
directions. But alone the cart do now loose its ability to track when turning corners. By using the
mother system it allows for the carts to track around corners.
The team concluded that 32 ergonomic daughter carts for their max year of 2021 and two mother
carts should be purchased. The ergonomic daughter cart costs the company $3,000 each. For the
company to purchase 32 carts it would cost a total of $96,000. The company will only need to
purchase a total of two mother/daughter system which each are $5,000 for a total of $10,000.
Although the carts and mother/daughter system are pricy the carts are made to handle the amount
of work that the team is giving it and last for many years to come. Also the team’s implemented
tugger delivery schedule will allow the company to reduce downtime associated with moving
parts, lack of parts, starving production lines or excess of parts and WIP build up. Lastly in 2021
it will require six people to do the task that our material replenishment loop implementation will
be doing with the help of one person. Woodward assumes $50,000 for operators working on
material management. As a result our project results in a savings of five employees. The project
will in turn allow to company to benefit from (5)($50,000) = $250,000 in savings.
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Figure 10: Mother Component of the Mother/Daughter System

